
Monday, 14.09.2020  (Moscow time) 

08-55-09-00 Opening  

09-00 – 09-40 P.Exner Discrete spectrum of soft quantum 

waveguides 

09-45 –10-25 H.Cornean Parseval frames and exponentially localized 

magnetic Wannier functions 

10-30 –11-10 P.Kurasov To be announced 

11-15 –11-55 J.Dittrich Scattering along a curve in a plain 

12-00 –12-40 K. Pankrashkin Two-dimensional Dirac operators with 

singular interactions supported on closed 

curves 

12-45 –13-25 Cl. Cacciapuoti The semi‐classical limit with a delta potential 

13-30 –14-10 G. Cardone Boundary Perturbations of planar 

waveguides: oscillating boundary, 

windows, non-periodic perforations 

   

14-40- 15-20 V. Mikhaylov Solution of Toda lattices for semi-bounded 

initial data and classical moment problem 

15-25-16-05 R. Carlone On the nonlinear Dirac equation on metric 

graphs 

   

16-10-16-20 A.Kaplun Eikonal algebra associated with  metric graph 

16-20-16-30 S. Botman Electron transport in linear atom chain with 

impurity 

16-40-16-50 E.Trifanova Two waveguides connected by approaching 

holes: asymptotic of resonance 

   

   

   
 



Tuesday, 15.09.2020  (Moscow time) 

09-00 – 09-40 M. Malamud To the Spectral Theory of Infinite Quantum 

Graphs 

09-45 –10-25 D. Mugnolo Quantum graphs: spectral and parabolic 

properties 

10-30 –11-10 S. Avdonin Control and inverse problems for Krein's 

string 

11-15 –11-55 S. Kondej Optimization problem  for quantum system 

with star-shaped potential. 

12-00 –12-40 D. Matrasulov Transparent quantum graphs:  A model for 

tunable quantum transport in branched 

structures 

12-45 –13-25 A. Chatterjee To be announced 

13-30 –14-10 R. Purice Spectral analysis of the bottom of the 

spectrum of a 2-dimensional periodic 

magnetic Hamiltonian 

   

14-40- 15-20 M. Kramar Fijavz Linear Hyperbolic Systems on Networks 

15-25-16-05 Luka Grubisic Fast solution methods for operator Lyapunov 

equations 

16-10-16-50 Georgi Raikov The fate of the Landau levels under singular 

perturbations 

16-55-17-35 S. Simonov To be announced 

17-40-17-50 V. Kuidin Discrete spectrum Analysis using Laplace 

transform and Volterra equations (DALV-

method 

17-50-18-00 E. Fedorov Dynamic behavior of impulses in a network 

of FitzHugh-Nagumo biological neurons with 

time delay 

18-00-18-10 M.Faleeva On the superdense coding quantum  

algorithm implementation under atmospheric 

turbulence 

18-10-18-20 M.Smolkina The spin-dependent electron transport in two 

coupled quantum rings with Rashba spin-

orbit interaction 

18-20-18-30 A.Bagmutov Multi-particle quantum graphs with high 

symmetry 

18-30-18-40 A.Belolipetskaya Influence of the topological structure of 

quantum graph on resonance asymptotics 

18-40-18-50 P.Gilev Error correction quantum algorithm 

18-50-19-00 A.Vorobiev Eigenvalue asymptotics for waveguides 

coupled through opening in semitransparent 

wall 
 



 

Wednesday, 16.09.2020  (Moscow time) 

09-45 –10-25 A. Leonov The properties of isolated chiral skyrmions 

10-30 –11-10 A.Chizhov On the long-distance charge transport in 

DNA-like macromolecules 

11-15 –11-55 S. Leble Domain wall evolution at nanowires in terms 

of 3D LLG equation boundary problem 

12-00 –12-40 N. Kiselev 2D and 3D magnetic textures with particle 

like properties 

12-45 –13-25 V.Uzdin Stability of topological structures: from 

lattice models towards the continuous limit 

13-30 –13-55 I.Lobanov Dissipative magnetic neural network machine 

learning 

14-00–14-30 P.Bessarab Energy-efficient control of magnetization 

switching in nanowires 

   

15-00-15-20 J. Lipovsky How to compute functional determinants 

15-25-15-40 S. Vlasov Energy-efficient spin-orbit torque-induced 

magnetization reversal in a monodomain 

particle 

15-40-15-50 M.Potkina Transition from antiskyrmion to skyrmion 

state in tilted magnetic field 

15-50-16-00 M.Moskalenko Demagnetization field in micromagnetic 

simulation 

16-00-16-10 I.Tambovtcev Phase diagram of layered structures with 

chiral interactions 

16-10-16-20 S.Tenishchev Hysteresis and multiple minimum-energy 

pathways of transitions between twisted 

states in chiral nematic liquid crystals 

16-20-16-30 G.Tushavin Ladder operators for Casimir operator of 

SU(2) algebra under the Jordan map 

   
 

 

 


